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ABSTRACT
Background Frailty is a robust predictor of poor 
outcomes among patients with chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease yet is not measured in routine practice. 
We determined barriers and facilitators to measuring frailty 
in a hospital setting, designed and implemented a frailty- 
focused education intervention, and measured accuracy of 
frailty screening before and after education.
Methods We conducted a pilot cross- sectional mixed- 
methods study on an inpatient respiratory ward over 
6 months. We recruited registered nurses (RNs) with 
experience using the Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS). RNs 
evaluated 10 clinical vignettes and assigned a frailty 
score using the CFS. A structured frailty- focused 
education intervention was delivered to small groups. 
RNs reassigned frailty scores to vignettes 1 week after 
education. Outcomes included barriers and facilitators to 
assessing frailty in hospital, and percent agreement of CFS 
scores between RNs and a gold standard (determined by 
geriatricians) before and after education.
Results Among 26 RNs, the median (IQR) duration of 
experience using the CFS was 1.5 (1–4) months. Barriers 
to assessing frailty included the lack of clinical directives 
to measure frailty and large acute workloads. Having 
collateral history from family members was the strongest 
perceived facilitator for frailty assessment. The median 
(IQR) percent agreement with the gold- standard frailty 
score across all cases was 55.8% (47.2%–60.6%) prior to 
the educational intervention, and 57.2% (44.1%–70.2%) 
afterwards. The largest increase in agreement occurred in 
the ‘mildly frail’ category, 65.4%–81% agreement.
Conclusions Barriers to assessing frailty in the hospital 
setting are external to the measurement tool itself. 
Accuracy of frailty assessment among acute care RNs 
was low, and frailty- focused rater training may improve 
accuracy. Subsequent work should focus on health system 
approaches to empower health providers to assess 
frailty, and on testing the effectiveness of frailty- focused 
education in large real- world settings.

INTRODUCTION
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD) is a progressive, incurable, chronic 
lung disease caused by tobacco smoke 
exposure.1 2 Approximately 25%–50% of 

individuals with COPD live with some degree 
of frailty, defined as a multidimensional state 
of increased vulnerability to health stressors 
that is caused by accumulation of health 
deficits across multiple domains.3–6 Frailty 
among individuals with COPD is associated 
with frequent hospitalisation, longer hospital 
stays, increased costs, increased mortality and 
poor quality of life.4 5 7–10

Multiple validated instruments can reliably 
identify an individual’s degree of frailty.3 The 
Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS) is a practical, vali-
dated bedside tool for clinicians, which relies 
on the clinical history from patients, and is 
scored from 1 (very fit) to 9 (terminally ill).6 
Compared with the 80- item Frailty Index, the 
CFS explains 80% of the variation in frailty 

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
 ⇒ Frailty is a robust predictor of poor clinical outcomes 
among patients with chronic obstructive pulmo-
nary disease yet is not measured in routine clinical 
practice.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
 ⇒ This study demonstrates that barriers to assessing 
frailty, such as large acute workloads and lack of 
widespread clinical directives in hospital, are exter-
nal to the measurement tool itself, and the accuracy 
of frailty assessments is low. A structured frailty- 
focused educational intervention has the potential to 
improve the accuracy of frailty assessments among 
hospitalised patients but requires testing in larger 
real- world samples.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, 
PRACTICE OR POLICY

 ⇒ Introducing routine patient frailty assessments to 
improve patient- centred care models for hospital-
ised patients first requires system- wide approaches 
to empower frontline staff with resources including 
clinical directives and targeted frailty- focused edu-
cation to ensure accurate measurements.
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index scores while taking less than a minute to admin-
ister.6 11 Increasing degrees of frailty on the CFS correlate 
with increasing risk of death and future need for long- term 
care among adults over 65 years of age.6 Progressive degrees 
of frailty are defined by increasing limitations in performing 
activities of daily living (ADLs) and Instrumental ADLs 
(online supplemental appendix B).6 Given the prevalence 
and prognostic value of frailty among patients with chronic 
lung disease, it is important for healthcare providers to accu-
rately recognise and assess the degree of frailty, to facilitate 
appropriate treatments, medical decisions and care plans to 
meet individual patient needs.12 13

Previous studies have evaluated the accuracy of frailty 
assessments among junior medical residents as well as 
multidisciplinary clinical staff who are experienced in 
the practice of geriatric medicine.14 However, there is no 
evidence regarding the reliability of frailty assessments 
when performed by respiratory clinicians with little prior 
experience performing frailty assessment, especially using 
instruments that rely on subjective clinical data. Experts 
advocate that frailty assessments be incorporated into 
clinical pathways and programmes to provide risk stratifi-
cation, yet there is currently no standardised educational 
process among respiratory healthcare staff to facilitate 
this change in practice.12 15

The aims of this study were to identify perceived barriers 
and facilitators to assessing frailty for respiratory patients 
in the acute care setting, and to design and implement 
a frailty- focused education intervention centred on 
common rater biases to educate acute care respiratory 
registered nurses (RNs). We sought to determine the 
degree of agreement between RNs and a gold- standard 
frailty measurement before and after education. If imple-
mentation of this educational intervention is successful, 
we hypothesise that frailty- specific rater training will 
improve the accuracy of frailty assessments between RNs 
and a gold- standard frailty assessment performed by geri-
atricians in the future.

Some of the preliminary results of this study have been 
previously reported in the form of an abstract.16

METHODS
Study design
We conducted a pilot cross- sectional mixed- methods 
study on an inpatient respiratory hospital ward over 6 
months in 2017. Figure 1 describes the study process.

The study consisted of: (1) a focus group among expe-
rienced RNs to identify barriers and facilitators that influ-
ence the current practices of RNs when rating frailty in 
hospital; (2) development and implementation of a new 
education intervention designed to address rater biases; 
and (3) measurements of agreement between RN and 
gold- standard frailty ratings before and after the educa-
tional intervention.

Setting
The study was conducted at The Ottawa Hospital 
(TOH) on the acute inpatient respiratory ward. TOH 

is a quaternary care academic hospital with approxi-
mately 1200 inpatient beds, serving a local population of 
>1 million individuals.17

Participants
We recruited RNs working on the acute inpatient respira-
tory ward at TOH who had experience using a new 
hospital- based COPD care model that incorporated the 
CFS instrument to assess frailty within a clinical pathway. 
RN participants were selected by purposive sampling 
based on guidance from the nursing clinical leads.

Focus group: barriers and facilitators to rating clinical frailty
We first conducted a focus group with six of the most 
experienced (>5 years in practice) RNs on the inpa-
tient respiratory ward to identify nursing perceptions of 
the CFS instrument, perceived barriers and facilitators 
to using the CFS in a busy clinical setting, and to deter-
mine whether a rater training course would be perceived 
as useful (online supplemental appendix A). Verbal 
consent was obtained prior to participation in the focus 
group. A recording of the focus group discussion was 
independently reviewed by two study authors (AL, SM), 
to identify the emerging themes. The final themes were 
determined by consensus.

Educational intervention design
We developed a novel, structured, rater training, frailty- 
focused education intervention to review and overcome 
known rater biases for frontline healthcare workers.18–20 

Figure 1 Participant recruitment and study procedures. 
*Intervention delivered to small groups (six to eight 
participants) in 1- hour sessions. RN, registered nurse.
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The course content was adapted from previous rater 
training concepts and included four key components: (1) 
introduction to the frailty concept, (2) frame of reference 
training, (3) rater error training and (4) performance 
dimension training (table 1).18–24 Frame of reference training 
was presented using a clinical example of an older patient 
with comorbidities who was hospitalised with acute exac-
erbation of COPD. Following independent frailty ratings, 
participants openly discussed specific patient factors that 
determined their rating. Rater error training was presented 
with an explanation of four common rating biases (leni-
ency effect, halo effect, central tendency effect and 
primacy effect). Four clinical vignettes were presented 
along with a corresponding frailty rating and reasoning 
given by a fictitious rater to highlight each rating bias. In 
a facilitated group discussion, participants were asked to 
identify the rater bias present, and tips to avoid common 
rating biases were discussed. Performance dimension 
training involved a review of the CFS instrument degrees 
of frailty (online supplemental appendix B). Participants 
were separated into small groups (two to three members) 
and asked to rate the degree of frailty in two clinical 
vignettes of older patients admitted for acute exacerba-
tion of COPD. After discussion, one spokesperson from 
each group presented a summary of the case as well as 
their suggested frailty rating. Questions and disagree-
ment were encouraged and facilitated, and each rating 
was challenged by the facilitator to probe the partici-
pants’ underlying reasoning for the rating assigned. The 
goal was to reach a group consensus for each of the four 
vignettes discussed.

Education intervention delivery
The education intervention was delivered to groups of six 
to eight RN participants over four separate 1- hour small 
group sessions, facilitated by the study team members 

with training and experience in medical education and 
rater training (AL, SM).

Assessing clinical frailty ratings
Based on the authors’ clinical experience with patients 
admitted to the respiratory medicine ward, the CFS cate-
gory ‘very fit’ (score=1) was not included in the study, as 
hospitalised patients with COPD at our centre generally 
did not meet criteria for ‘very fit’.25 For the purposes of 
this study, frailty categories studied ranged from ‘well’ 
(rating of 1) and final category was ‘terminally ill’ (rating 
of 8) (online supplemental appendix B).

Pre-intervention
One week prior to the rater training course, RN partic-
ipants completed a structured questionnaire of baseline 
demographic questions, number of months of experi-
ence on the acute respiratory ward and the number of 
times the participant had used the CFS in clinical prac-
tice. Questions regarding barriers and facilitators to using 
the CFS were based on the responses provided by the 
initial focus group of experienced RNs (n=6), in addition 
to factors the study team deemed relevant. Participants 
were asked to rank eight potential barriers to using the 
CFS: from 1 (most important barrier) to 8 (least impor-
tant barrier) (online supplemental appendix C). Partici-
pants were asked to select all items from a standardised 
list that they felt would facilitate the use of the CFS.

The second portion of the structured questionnaire 
presented 10 fictional clinical vignettes describing 
hospitalised patients with acute exacerbation of COPD 
(online supplemental appendix D). The clinical vignettes 
were developed, edited and reviewed by study authors 
(physicians and nurses) with experience in assessing 
and treating hospitalised patients with COPD (AL, ND, 
CB, SM). The information presented in each vignette 

Table 1 Components of the rater training education intervention to assist with recognition and assessment of frailty

Educational section Delivery method Components

Concept of frailty Lecture The concept of frailty
Use of the Clinical Frailty Scale
Prevalence of frailty in COPD
Impact of frailty on COPD outcomes (mortality, exacerbation, hospitalisation, etc)

Frame of reference 
training

Facilitated group 
discussion

Independent frailty ratings by participants of a clinical example
Participants supported their ratings by citing specific patient factors

Rater error training Facilitated group 
discussion

Examples of common rating errors (leniency, halo, central tendency, primacy) were 
provided
Four clinical vignettes with rating errors were then presented
Participants were encouraged to identify and discuss the rating errors present in the 
four clinical vignettes

Performance 
dimension training

Small and 
facilitated group 
discussion

Groups of 2–3 discussed and provided a rating for 1–2 clinical vignettes
Each group was provided different vignettes
A summary and rating were presented by a spokesperson of each group
Group discussion to probe for supporting evidence and develop consensus was 
encouraged by the facilitator

COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
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simulated the degree of information received upon a 
standard admission history and chart review by an RN. 
All cases were reviewed by two of the study authors (AL, 
SM) to standardise the presentation of the cases. There 
was one case for each CFS category, with two cases each 
for the ‘vulnerable’ (rating of 3) and ‘moderately frail’ 
(rating of 5) categories. RN participants were asked 
to provide a frailty rating using the CFS for the patient 
described in each clinical vignette. Ratings were based 
on the description of the baseline functional status of the 
patient (at 2 weeks prior to hospitalisation). Participants 
were required to complete the questionnaire and frailty 
rating exercise to participate in the rater training educa-
tional course.

Post-intervention
One week following the rater training course, all partic-
ipants were asked to complete a second questionnaire. 
RNs were asked to assign frailty ratings to the same 10 
clinical vignettes, presented in random order to reduce 
the potential for recall bias.

Gold-standard frailty assessments
The clinical vignettes used in the questionnaires were 
distributed to a geriatrician (SH) and advance practice 
geriatrics nurse (TP) who each assigned a frailty assess-
ment to each vignette. This geriatrics team had extensive 
experience in using the CFS instrument in routine clin-
ical settings. Any disagreements in the ratings between 
the geriatrics team and authors of the vignettes were 
resolved by consensus.

Outcomes
The primary outcomes were the identification of barriers 
and facilitators to assessing frailty in the acute care setting, 
and the degree of agreement between RNs and the gold- 
standard frailty rating prior to the education interven-
tion. Secondary outcomes included the per cent agree-
ment between RNs and the gold- standard frailty after the 
educational intervention.

Statistical analysis
Demographic data of the RN participants were described 
using means (±SD) and proportions. Barriers to using the 
CFS were ordered from most important (lowest score) to 
least important (highest score), by calculating the sum 
of each participant’s ranking, where the lowest sum indi-
cated the most important perceived barrier. Facilitators 
were described by the proportion of RNs who indicated 
their importance.

The agreement between RNs and the gold- standard 
frailty rating was assessed for each case using the 
percentage of agreement (number of RNs who agreed 
with the gold standard/total number of RNs), before 
and after the education intervention. McNemar’s test was 
used to compare the degrees of agreement before and 
after the education intervention.

RESULTS
Initial focus group with experienced RNs to explore frailty 
assessment in acute care
Two main themes emerged from the focus group of six 
experienced acute care RNs; (1) the RNs found that the 
CFS instrument was straightforward to use, and (2) the 
barriers to using the frailty scale are external to the frailty 
scale itself, with time to assess and perform the rating being 
the most significant perceived barrier. Other barriers 
identified were included in the standardised question-
naire for RN study participants (online supplemental 
appendix C). The CFS was recognised as being important 
for patient care; however, RNs found their opportunity to 
perform frailty assessments was infrequent.

RN participant demographics
Among 26 participating RNs, a range of nursing experi-
ence was observed with a median (IQR) of 15 (15.5–105) 
months. The median (IQR) duration of prior use of the 
CFS instrument was minimal at 1.5 (1–4) months. A total 
of five RNs were lost to follow- up at the end of the study.

Barriers and facilitators to using the CFS in a clinical setting
Table 2 describes the perceived barriers and facilitators to 
using the CFS instrument at the time of hospitalisation. 
The most important barriers to using the CFS on an acute 
care respiratory ward were having a lack of clinical direc-
tive, lack of collateral patient history to assign the frailty 
score and high inpatient workload at the time that frailty 
rating was required. Understanding the CFS and timely 
completion of the CFS were not highly ranked barriers 
to use. The most frequently identified facilitators to using 
the CFS included the presence of family members at 
the bedside to provide additional history at the time of 
patient admission (n=21, 78%), increasing the flexibility 
in the time window to complete the CFS (ie, to complete 
within first 24 hours of admission) (n=19, 70%) and more 
education on how to use the CFS (n=14, 52%).

RNs’ agreement with gold-standard frailty assessment
The median (IQR) overall per cent agreement across all 
cases was 55.8% (47.2%–60.6%) prior to the education 
intervention, and 57.2% (44.1%–70.2%) afterwards.

Following the education intervention, there was an 
increased degree of agreement with gold- standard frailty 
ratings for all frailty categories (table 3), although none 
were statistically significant by the McNemar’s test p value 
cut- off of <0.05.

The largest increase in agreement occurred within the 
‘mildly frail’ category, 65.4%–81% agreement after the 
educational intervention.

DISCUSSION
In this pilot study, the most important barriers to assessing 
patient frailty in the acute care respiratory setting were 
external to the CFS instrument itself and included a 
perceived lack of time due to large workloads, lack of 
collateral clinical history from caregivers and a lack of 
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clinical directives to routinely perform frailty assessments 
on hospitalised patients. Further, half (51%) of our 
sample of RNs felt that frailty- focused education would 
facilitate the application of the CFS instrument in the 
hospital setting. At baseline, there was low agreement 
(56%) between RNs and a gold- standard frailty rating and 
following a structured rater training education interven-
tion, there was a non- significant increase in agreement in 
all categories of frailty.

Advocates for person- centred care emphasise the bene-
fits of using frailty assessments as a risk stratification tool 
to treat, prognosticate and support patients with chronic 

disease, calling frailty ‘a new vital sign’.12 13 15 Our study 
demonstrates that real barriers do exist to measuring 
frailty in the acute care setting and these must be 
addressed at a health system level before frailty assess-
ments can be integrated into standard care processes for 
patients with chronic lung disease. Our findings among 
respiratory RNs are echoed in qualitative interviews with 
emergency, anaesthesia and surgery providers in Singa-
pore, which identified the need for frailty- focused educa-
tional programmes for both patients and providers, an 
integrated approach to frailty screening, and hospital- 
wide adoption of a common frailty screening tool.26 

Table 2 Barriers and facilitators to using the CFS in hospital (most to least important) among 26 acute care respiratory RNs

Barriers* Median rank† (IQR)

No clinical directive to use CFS 1 (1–2.5)

High workload at time when CFS assessment required 3 (3–4.5)

Lack of collateral history from caregivers/family members 3 (3–4)

Patient too ill to provide information 4 (2.5–5.5)

Communication barrier with patient 4 (2.5–6.5)

Takes too long to use the CFS 6 (5–7)

CFS is difficult to understand 6 (5–7)

CFS is not practical 6 (5–8)

Facilitators‡ Number (%)

Family present at bedside 21 (77.8)

More flexible time window to complete rating 19 (70.0)

More education on how to use the scale 14 (51.9)

Providing the rating at time of admission to hospital 12 (44.4)

Discuss the rating with clinical colleagues 9 (33.3)

Other§ 5 (18.5)

*Data missing from four participants. Barriers ranked from 1 to 8; 1 indicating most important barrier, 8 indicating least important barrier.
†Median score represents the median rank, with lower scores being the most important barriers.
‡Facilitators were selected from a standardised list and presented as the number (%) of RNs who selected the item.
§Other (open- ended) items participants felt would facilitate the use of the CFS.
CFS, Clinical Frailty Scale; RNs, registered nurses.

Table 3 Per cent agreement between RN and gold- standard frailty ratings before and after the frailty education intervention

Gold- standard CFS rating
Prior to education (n=26)
% agreement

Post- education (n=21)*
% agreement P value†

Well and managing well
(case 1, case 4)

63.5 71.4 0.55

Vulnerable
(case 6, case 10)

51.9 52.4 0.61

Mildly frail
(case 2)

65.4 81.0 0.34

Moderately frail, severely frail, very 
severely frail and terminally ill
(cases 3, 7, 9, 8, 5)

45.4 50.5 0.88

*After the educational intervention, five RNs were lost to follow- up and did not rate clinical vignettes.
†McNemar’s test used to compare % agreement before and after educational intervention with n=21 subjects. Categories of ‘vulnerable’ and 
‘moderately frail, severely frail, very severely frail and terminally ill’ compared 20 subjects due to missing data points from one subject.
CFS, Clinical Frailty Scale; RNs, registered nurses.
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Data from European health policy providers identified 
that widespread implementation of frailty screening and 
management requires a ‘culture shift’ and redeployment 
of health resources to facilitate an integrated and multi-
disciplinary care approach.27 Empowering other members 
of the healthcare team (allied health professionals) and 
patients and caregivers to participate in the frailty assess-
ment in early stages of the hospitalisation may address 
important barriers to performing frailty assessments in 
acute care settings. Further, targeted education on poten-
tial interventions that can be applied for progressive 
degrees of frailty may increase the drive to perform frailty 
assessments in acute care.

While systemic change in health systems is needed to 
incorporate patient frailty assessment, prevention and 
supportive intervention, accurate identification of frailty 
is also essential. In our small pilot study, only half of partic-
ipating RNs agreed with the gold- standard frailty assess-
ment, and modest non- significant improvement occurred 
after further education. This is in contrast to data from 
the critical care literature which suggest that agreements 
in frailty assessment using the CFS instrument were 
‘good’ with a kappa score of 0.64 (0.4–0.87, p<0.0001) 
between medical students and critical care attendings.28 
A larger critical care study also found adequate reliability 
of frailty measurements between research coordinators, 
occupational therapists and geriatric medicine trainees.29 
Robust data supporting the reliability of frailty assess-
ments among lung health practitioners are lacking, and 
our pilot study identified a clear desire among RNs for 
frailty- focused training. The increase in cognitive load 
of a busy medical inpatient unit may increase the risk of 
rating error and bias.30 31 In the context of frailty assess-
ment in hospitalised patients, there is a risk of both halo 
and primacy effects, where the rater may be biased by the 
patient’s clinical or functional state in the moment of 
their acute illness. Targeting such common and context- 
specific rating errors may decrease rater bias and improve 
accuracy of assessments. Given the small sample sizes and 
observational nature of this study, the observed increases 
in agreement of frailty scores between participants and 
the gold standard cannot be solely attributed to the 
educational intervention and must be further studied 
with larger samples and with real- world patients.

To our knowledge, this pilot study is the first to describe 
barriers to frailty assessment in the acute care respiratory 
setting and to design and implement a structured rater 
training educational intervention targeted at improving 
frailty assessments among frontline nursing staff in an 
acute care hospital. Strengths of this study include the 
components of the educational intervention, which were 
developed and rooted in standardised rater training liter-
ature and the qualitative feedback elicited from frontline 
healthcare staff in an acute care clinical setting. Limita-
tions of our study include the small sample size and the 
use of 10 standardised clinical vignettes as opposed to an 
authentic clinical setting with real- world patients. Other 
limitations include the potential for recall bias among 

RNs, given the same clinical vignettes were used before 
and after the intervention (in scrambled order). However, 
we attempted to minimise the effect of recall bias by 
allowing a 1- week interval delay before RNs rescored the 
vignettes in sporadic order.

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNT
This study demonstrates that barriers to assessing patient 
frailty, such as large acute workloads and lack of wide-
spread clinical directives in hospital, are external to the 
measurement tool itself. Accuracy of frailty assessment 
among acute care RNs was low. Frailty- focused rater 
training was successfully implemented but did not statisti-
cally improve accuracy in this small pilot study. Our results 
support (1) the need for high- level health system plan-
ning and hospital- wide approaches to address barriers to 
incorporating patient frailty assessments in a meaningful 
way, and (2) expanding the rater training educational 
intervention to an iterative training process with larger 
sample sizes of real- world patients and scalable training 
formats to test its effectiveness in the acute care respira-
tory setting.
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